Lesson Plan
▪

Explain that I'm there to tell them about Charles Darwin

▪

Get them to tell me everything they know about CD, using the white board etc., and riffing expansively on what they
give (typically a lot)

▪

So: they already know a lot about CD, but I'm here to help them understand one of his most important ideas and why
it's considered important

▪

The big idea: how you get design without a Designer -- the aim today: really understand what that means and why,
even today, some people find it upsetting

▪

So first design: here I tell them that I've brought in something from home, build up the drama, then the big reveal: a
cheese grater (as they identify)

▪

I then ask them to tell me what makes it a *good* cheese grater, good, even excellent, for grating cheese -- again, they
typically give a lot here, though again you need to riff expansively/loopily

▪

Sum it up: it's a *well-designed thing*, excellent for what it's for, all of it geared to that purpose

▪

Now: that's a human-made object, what about nature? Let's have a look at, say, a woodpecker (see PowerPoint) -- one
of CD's examples early in the ORIGIN

▪

Use the helpful diagram to bring out for them all the ways in which the woodpecker is well designed

▪

OK, over to them, with paper and crayons, working in groups or whatever: go design a better woodpecker, letting
imaginations rip (typically they love this, and you get everything from better camouflage to lasers in the forehead)

▪

They present their work to the class

▪

Now, the challenging but crucial intellectual bit: presenting Darwin's *explanation* of how well-designed animals and
plants came about with no one doing the Designing = the theory of natural selection = variation, inheritance, and the
struggle for existence

▪

Test that they've understood by asking them to tell you how Darwin's theory would explain the transformation of an
existing woodpecker into one of their super woodpeckers of the future

▪

According to taste, go into why it was and remains religiously controversial for *some* people, and why, and how we
should and shouldn't think about that

▪

Close by taking questions

CHARLES DARWIN

Darwin’s Big Idea:

NATURE =
DESIGN
WITHOUT A
DESIGNER

Darwin’s recipe for design without a
Designer:
(1)

Everyone’s born a little bit different
(“Variation”)

(2) Some of the differences are passed from parents to
children
(“Inheritance”)
(3) Anyone who’s different in ways that make them
stronger, faster and so on will have a better chance
of staying alive and having children
(“Competition”)

▪ Woodpecker image credit: The Illustrated
Origin of Species, Abridged and introduced by
Richard E. Leakey (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1979)

